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Roundoff error is an error. It can be dramatically reduced
by the use of additional low-order digits, i.e. guard
digits.1–6 Although the significant-figures7 idea in its

standard form is incompatible with guard digits, this problem
can be neatly solved by underlining the last “significant” digit,
and then appending guard digits to the right of there. This
clarifies the distinction between roundoff error8 and overall
uncertainty9 while preserving compatibility with sig figs. The
focus here is on reducing roundoff error; we defer discussion
of most other contributions to the uncertainty.11, 12

The number π can be approximated in decimal notation in
various ways, such as 3.14 or 3.1416. Each one differs from
the true value of π by some amount we call the quantization
error or equivalently the roundoff error. Similarly, when a
longer decimal is rounded to make a shorter decimal, the dif-
ference is again called roundoff error.13

In the dictionary sense of the word, there is no “uncertainty”
when rounding π, because the roundoff error is not random,
and it’s not even unknown. However, in physics we use a gen-
eralized notion of uncertainty, which includes anything that
makes the results less than exact. This includes, among other
things, roundoff error.

When using the tolerance-based approach,14, 15 you first
figure out how accurate the result needs to be to serve the in-
tended purpose, and then design the measurements and calcu-
lations so that the result will be within tolerances. It is usually
easy to keep roundoff error very small on this scale.

For example: Suppose we want to know the amount of gas
in a bottle, accurate to a few percent. One student measures
P≈97.6 kPa, another measures V ≈1.216 L, and a third mea-
sures T ≈294 K, all accurate to 1% or better. A fourth student
collects those readings, looks up R≈8.314 4598 J/K/mol, and
calculates n=PV/RT ≈0.04855 mol, which is a correct and
complete answer. The students don’t need to worry about un-
certainty in any detail. They keep plenty of digits, to ensure
that roundoff error is tiny compared to the tolerances.

Optionally, any student who is interested can use simple
proportional reasoning (or Crank Three Times11) to verify that
the experimental uncertainty inherited by the output from the
raw data is well within tolerances. Also, the teacher should
verify this at the time the activity is designed.

Conceptual point: So far, the roundoff error has had almost
no connection to the uncertainty inherited from the raw data.
They are both within tolerances, but that’s about it.

Most unfortunately, sig figs blurs the distinction between
roundoff and other contributions to the uncertainty. It not
only assumes roundoff error is the dominant contribution, it
requires you to make it so, by means of very coarse rounding.

We now turn to the metrology-style approach: In this case,
you don’t know the purpose of the result, so you measure
things as carefully as possible, report the resulting uncertainty,

and let people make of it what they will. Whereas the toler-
ance approach compares roundoff error to the tolerances, this
approach compares it to other sources of uncertainty. Usu-
ally the roundoff error is very small on this scale. If not, keep
more digits. Each additional digit reduces the maximum pos-
sible roundoff error by a factor of 10.

Guard digits is a somewhat loose term, referring to any
digits that serve primarily to make roundoff error small com-
pared to whatever you really care about: the overall uncer-
tainty and/or the tolerance, as the case may be.

Since sig figs is featured in some introductory textbooks,
let’s revisit the previous calculation, using sig figs ideas to ob-
tain a rough estimate of the uncertainty. We underline16 the
last digit that sig figs would allow, to indicate that the over-
all uncertainty is comparable17 to half a count in the under-
lined decimal place. The digits to the right of there are guard
digits. So, P=97.6 kPa, V=1.216 L, and T=294 K.18 That
gives n=0.04855 mol, which is represented by the magenta
diamond19 with error bars in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Various Calculations of n = PV/RT

If our students tried to represent uncertainty using sig figs
without guard digits, they would be forced to round their data
quite coarsely: P=98 kPa, V=1.22 L, and T=290 K. That
gives n=0.050 mol, which is represented by the red triangle
with error bars in figure 1. It differs from the correct answer
by multiple standard deviations.

The scattered black points under the bell curve were ob-
tained via Monte Carlo, i.e. by simulating the experiment to
high accuracy millions of times. The details are beyond the
scope of this discussion, but the point is, there is no doubt
what the right answer is. If you want to get the right answer,
you need to use guard digits.

Here’s another example: Suppose a cylindrical tank has a
measured circumference of 3000±3 inches, and we wish to
find the radius. Dividing by 2π gives us 477.46±0.48 inches,
which is a good answer. The relative uncertainty is 0.1% on
both the circumference and the radius, which makes sense.

We can redo the calculation using sig figs as follows: The
circumference is 3000 inches. The underline tells us there
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are three significant digits. (Without the underline, it would
be unclear whether 3000 had one, two, three, or four signifi-
cant digits. The ambiguity could have been removed by using
scientific notation, but 3000 is concise and convenient.) The
radius is 477.46 inches. Without guard digits, sig figs would
require rounding to 477 inches, which would, alas, displace
the answer by almost an entire error bar. So don’t do that.
Keep at least20, 21 one digit more than sig figs would allow.

Discussion
Guard digits are valuable for final results as well as raw

observations and everything in between. In the real world you
normally assume that somebody is going to use your results.
Your final output is some colleague’s input.

One consequence is that not all correct answers will be
digit-by-digit identical. This reflects the fact that scatter in the
data is not a mistake; it is normal and necessary. If you round
the data to the point where no scatter remains, i.e. where no
guard digits remain, healthy random scatter is replaced by a
larger amount of unhealthy systematic bias. This is a trap for
the unwary: The data looks prettier, even though it is much
worse in terms of agreement with experiment. Remember: A
somewhat-unreliable digit is more informative than an absent
digit.

Guard digits should be integrated into every measurement
and every calculation, in class and out, from now to the end of
time.

When in doubt, redo the calculation with more digits. If the
new answer is significantly different, it is surely better. This
check can be performed once and for all at the time the pro-
cedure is designed, but students should be asked to re-check
it on occasion. In particular, to drive home the importance of
guard digits, you can pick a suitable22 multi-step calculation
and have students do it twice: once with too few digits at every
step, and once with more.

When using a calculator, it is good practice to leave inter-
mediate results in the machine. Use the memory features such
as ANS, STO, and RCL, and/or use the RPN stack. If you wish
to write something down, that’s fine, but leave it in the ma-
chine as well, rather than keying it in again. This is easier and
less vulnerable to typos. It keeps 15 digits or more.

When reading a digital instrument, write down all the dig-
its. This is easier than trying to round on the fly, and pre-
serves more information. If you know how accurate the in-
strument is, you should record that your lab book, but that’s
separate from writing down today’s measurements. If possi-
ble, choose a sufficiently sensitive range, so that at least12, 21

one low-order digit is unreliable, due to noise, nonlinearity,
hysteresis, or whatever. Guard digits are valuable, and they
are not expected to be reproducible.

When reading an analog instrument, start by writing down
all the digits that the graduations directly provide. Then, de-
pending on the instrument and on your tolerances it
might or might not be worth the trouble to interpolate between
graduations to estimate another digit. If you are fond of sig
figs, underline the last digit that sig figs would permit, but
write down at least one more than that.

Underlining helps sig-figs users disambiguate two key con-
cepts: The roundoff error at each step20 is comparable17 to a

half count in the very last digit, while the overall uncertainty is
comparable to a half count in the underlined digit. Underlin-
ing is not required, except as a pedagogical stepping stone on
the path that leads from sig figs toward simpler and/or more
reliable methods.11, 15 (Sig figs with guard digits but without
underlining would be a recipe for endless confusion.)

There is never a penalty for “extra” accuracy. If a student
writes down some huge number of guard digits, that’s not a
problem, and even if it were, it would soon solve itself, since
there is already more than enough natural incentive for round-
ing off.

There is more than one right answer to the question of how
many digits to keep. One guard digit is usually the mini-
mum. Additional digits provide additional safety margin20, 21

at very little cost, whereas keeping too few digits is often
catastrophic. Especially when using a calculator or computer,
keeping extra digits is usually easier than deciding whether
they are necessary or not. So the take-home message is sim-
ply this:
Keep sufficiently many digits to avoid unintended loss of in-
formation. Keep sufficiently few to be reasonably convenient.
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